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Online courses

Corpus Linguistics and 
Statistical Methods (5 cr)

Introduction to 
Speech Analysis (5 cr) Data Clinic (5 cr)

https://www.kielipankki.fi/support/training/

(2020-)



Example course: Data Clinic (5 ECTS)
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• Support in language data management for students who are
starting their MA or PhD projects.

• During the course, each student composes a detailed Data Management 
Plan (DMP).

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Data Clinic (2020-2021): https://courses.helsinki.fi/fi/LDA-T309/136557209

https://courses.helsinki.fi/fi/LDA-T309/136557209


Stages of the Data Clinic
1. Contextualize your data; submit initial Data 

Management Plan
2. Organize and pre-process your material
3. Annotate and search

1. text
2. speech (audio and video)

4. Wrangle and visualize data
5. Discover suitable tools

– meet a Data Advisor
6. Submit your final DMP



Another example course:
Corpus Linguistics and Statistical Methods (5 

ECTS)

• ” After passing this course, you will
understand what a corpus is and how
corpora can be used for solving small
questions concerning language use. You
will be familiar with the fundamental
terminology in corpus linguistics…”
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1. Record and edit the original video, 
narration in Finnish, use parallel video tracks for 
slides in Finnish/English (hiding the one not in 
use)

4. Translate the captions
from Finnish to English
on YouTube
(Google MT helps!)

2. Finnish
captions
created locally
(or can be done
on YouTube) 5. Captions can be stored separately

and edited locally (e.g., as .srt files)

8. Re-use/include the same
multilingual captions that were
created for the Finnish version of 
the video.

Workflow for multilingual videos 6. In the original video project file, 
just swap Finnish slides with
English ones (hide and show the
corresponding parallel video tracks).

3. Upload to YouTube
7. Upload the English video on YouTube 



Simple video: Lecture slides + narration
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